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FIRE

FEAR - COWASDICE — TBLSION

THE ACTOR'S kmmne — HIS FEELIAGS

THE AGTGR'S SACRIFICE

Criticism: Today the most important thing which

FIRF1~

was wrong was the speech. The speech is never full of fire -

fire taken from the imagination. not tension. You must criti-

cize youchlvoB-from the point of view of fire. What wee

the real fire. and what was substituted for fire. I must

warn you as for an it concornu the fire. which in one of the

most important things in our art and in our Work. that you

confuse two things - hysterical tension and fire. Those

two things are absolutely different. Inotocd of giving

_£irc you sometimes give hyetericol tension. Your nature

prefers hysterical tension becaueo it is easier. boccuoo it

ie always there. and because you can become blind at the moment.

You are not able to face your own $eu1. buffiing to wait for

the fire and obey it.

'FHRR - COWARUICE - TENSION:

This in a certain cowardice in you not to be able

to try for the real quality, and to be satietiod at the

moment with something which in superficial and which is only

a oubotitution for the real thing. We have opoken about

this cowardice in respect to the objective and everything

else. Instead of allowing your body to follow the objective.

you substitute it by thinking of what you are going to do.

and then the body gives you hysterical gestures and things.

Think of this cowardice and try to overcomeait.
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It is only a qucotion of your own talk with yourself. each

of you. no one also can help you. Only if you. in the moat

profound point of your own soul, will speak to yourself and

ask if you are a coward on the stage. After you have econ

that you are afraid of the objective. of the fire, otc.,

than you will see that all those thingo can be exercised.

Until you will see that you aro cowards, you will not got the

real understanding no to what it mcuno to be glad, to be

happy to fulfill the objective. to live in fire, to speak

with fire, to bo extremely happy to be on tho otagc and not

to be afraid to bo on tho stogo.

THE ACTCh‘S HEART ~ HIS FEELILGSI

how we come to another point. We have spoken sovornl

timou about why we as artioto are trying to find a certain

new approach to life. Whether it in pleasant to hear ouch

thingo or not. it in o foct.‘ What in no is killing our talent,

our flro. our desire to be on artiot? What in it? It is

that we understand the life. but no do not liuo it. Thin is

the dioenoo of modern timoa. and especially of young pooplo

today. If we take all tho ovonto which are going on today.

and ask ouraolvoo if we really live with tho people around

no - we understand perfectly and can criticize the present

situation and each opooch in Parliament. but We do not llvo

at all. We are in a big piece of ice. and it doesn't concern

no at all.

1.
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Perhaps it is good an a kind of golf-protection

against things which would really make no mad. if we truly

understood what is going on around us. It is good to o

certain extent and our nature helps us by trying to kill

this part. and allows uo to understand but not to be concerned

with it. But for artists it in impossible: otherwise we have

nothing to say or to perform on the stage. booauoe the under-

standing which we must always show on the stage. which actually

we are showing, it in only understanding, it in not yet the

life.

For instance: each person in our audience can

tell you. "I understand what you moon. but I understand

Shakespeare hotter than you not it." You are defeated. You

have nothing more to show your audience. But if you show

how you live with these twingoe of conscience, then no one

hen the right to any that ho.livou more profoundly than you.

fie. this is a unique thing] here is a unique thingqand the

other is nonsense, a flat. dull. stupid thing. If you speak

from the heart. you will speak in quite a different dunner.

Each instant becomes a world. but we take this as inaignificant

compared to our own problenu. This is not yet to be an

artist.

THE ACTOR'S SACRIFICE:

The artist muot be able to feel with hie heart

about everything, and perhaps last of all about himself.
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It is impossible to be an artist without sacrificing ono'c

own heart - thin is the problem. Ho who wants to sacrifice

hio heart will always be able to do this. It is not a

question of boing a cold person. but rather that we don't

want to sacrifice our hearts. and to a certain extent we are

right but we must do it bocuuno we have chosen tho way of

an artist. What have you to sacrifice? Your own heart.

Everyone needs it and no one gives it - only the artist has

the right to give other people his heart. and this in the

moat important part of the whole problem.


